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"Let me introduce everyone. This person next to me is Roanne Thompson!" Leon briefly introduced Roanen when she stepped

on stage.

"So she's the treasured daughter of the Thompsons!"

"I've long since heard that her beautiful looks were without equal!"

"It looks like the rumors did her justice!"

The crowd was amazed by Roanne's beauty.

Due to Roanne having been afflicted since she was young, she rarely ever went outside. Most of them heard of Roanne but

never met her before.

It was their first time seeing Roanne!

In particular, the younger generation saw Roanne and Cynthia as absolute beauties. The two of them standing together made for

an even more shocking sight!

A lot of them looked at Cynthia and Roanne on the stage with passionate and mesmerized looks!

At the same time, they were even more jealous of Leon. They could not figure out how Leon was lucky enough to be close to

both Roanne and Cynthia!

’Mister Wolf, why did you ask Miss Thompson to go on stage?" Someone asked after they snapped back to reality.

Of course, it was not just them that was confused. Even Angus, Yuri, and the others were confused. They could not understand

what Leon was trying to do!

"Everyone, I'll be honest, Miss Thompson happens to be at the Semi Emperor State as well! Since everyone is questioning the

effects of the Supreme Pure EnergyPills, let's use her to help prove it!" Leon explained simply.

"What?"

"Miss Thompson is already at the Semi Emperor State?"

"Is that for real?"

Everyone was shocked to hear that.

Amongst the younger generation, other than Yuri and Rodney, who were the most talented, Darius, Joel and the other heirs were

all mostly only around the Semi Emperor State, and quite a few of them did not even reach that level!

Yet, Roanne was a girl and more than five or six years younger than Yuri and Rodney. On top of that, the method the Thompsons

used was not suited to girls.

Normally, it was already unbelievable enough that Roanne was at the Semi-Emperor State!

It meant that her talents were probably on the level of Yuri and Rodney!

It was obvious how shocked they were at that moment!

Of course, they were not the only ones who were shocked, Angus, Yuri, and the others were too!

They were so shocked that their jaws dropped!

"Yuri, wasn't Roanne only at the advanced Overlord State? When did she get to the Semi Emperor State?" Angus asked with

some uncertainty.

"1-1 don't know! A few days ago, she was only at the advanced Overlord State! She just went to visit Mister Wolf for two days.

How did she suddenly get to the Semi Emperor's State?" Yrui was stunned to hearthat.

He knew about how Roanne went to Leon's house for the weekend. However, Roanne was not home since then.

Naturally, he did not know how Roanne suddenly made a breakthrough!

"Could Mister Wolf have helped her again? But how did he do that?!" Angus was shocked.

Earlier, Roanne's power stagnated due to the Third Degree Blocks. After that, Leon cured her ailment and helped Roanne get to

the advanced Overlord State!

That was not all, Roanne just went to Leon's household for two days this time, but she managed to get to the Semi Emperor

State!

It was a miracle!

Even if he experienced a lot before, he still could not help himself from being stunned!
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